Enhancing Individual and Organizational Learning

IMD’s Corporate Learning Network is your gateway to cutting edge relevant research you can use today. It exposes executives across your organisation to a genuinely global business perspective. This unique partnership with IMD provides you with virtual learning services for all executives in your organisation, gives you access to face to face events at IMD and across the world and allows you to tap into a unrivaled network of seasoned executives from global organizations.

Why join IMD’s Corporate Learning Network?

- Partner with one of the world’s leading business schools to enhance individual and organizational development
- Expose your executives to a global business perspective
- Access the latest in management thinking-research you can instantly apply to your business
- Tap into world class networking around business critical themes
- Provide virtual learning for all your executives ‘on the move’ including access to IMD’s Global Leadership in the Could programs.
- Build bridges with industry leaders at C-suite level
- Signal the importance your company places on being a Learning Organization